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Engage
Design, display and maintain
customized messages
Minimize time for content creation
and deployment
Display any content on multiple monitors
Schedule templates for any time or day

JUDICIAL SOLUTIONS

LEADER
IN DIGITAL SIGNAGE
Infax’s Engage module is a content creation program that allows users to easily
create directional signage, personalized messages, and digital directories to
be displayed on monitors throughout their facilities. This web-based solution
allows users to access the system from any browser on any device, providing
maximum flexibility managing one or hundreds of displays remotely or locally.
There are unlimited creative options using the customization features within
the module. Courts now have the ability to create content using images,
weather, news, local traffic, and short videos. Once the content has been
created, it can be uploaded into playlists that show in real time or on a
future date.

FEATURES

Engage allows you to choose what content will be displayed on any
monitor within the system. It also allows you to choose the schedule
in which you would like your messages to be shown. This module
focuses on the user experience and functionality, ensuring anyone
can create effective and informative visual messages to help
direct courthouse patrons.

ABOUT INFAX · For more than 45 years, Infax has been helping patrons navigate public spaces. Our systems provide our clients with capabilities
to communicate vital information in real time. With thousands of displays nationwide our solutions have become an integral fixture in the judicial,
healthcare, and transportation markets. Infax remains committed to being the most reliable and effective solution for information distribution.
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